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Motivation I: The RPV Superpotential A

Generic RPV MSSM-Superpotential at Renormalizable Level:

WRPV = εiµLiHu + λ′ijkLiLjE
c
k + λ′′ijkQiLjD

c
k + λ′′′ijkD

c
i D

c
j U

c
k

RPV couplings (including higher dimensional operators)
severly constrained by experimental data.

At least some renormalizable RPV coupling must be � O(1).

Can impose a discrete symmetry to forbid RPV, which we call
an “effective R-parity”. E.g. Z2 Matter-Parity:

M → −M Hu,Hd → Hu,Hd



Motivation I: The RPV Superpotential B

Natural questions:

UV completion of such a symmetry in string theory? Yes!
- Extra U(1) factors
-Discrete symmetry of the compact manifold

Can be broken by stringy effects

How exact does the symmetry need to be?

Can O(1) RPV couplings be consistent with stringy discrete
symmetries?

Presence of RPV can drastically alter MSSM cosmology + collider
physics, even if couplings are small.



Motivation II: RPV from Stringy Effects A

Supersymmetric Contributions:

In string compactifications, a global U(1) or ZN can forbid
RPV operators.

Arise as remnants of non-anomalous (anomalous) gauged
U(1)’s which decouple via Higgs (Stuckelberg) mechanism.
-Example: intersecting D-brane models Ibanez et. al arXiv:hep-th/0005067

U(1)/ZN violating RPV operators can be generated by singlet
VEVs or instantons:

〈φi 〉
M∗
ORPV , e−SInstantonORPV

These effects are very model-dependent.
Type IIA-Orientofold Compactifications: Cvetic,et. al arXiv:0905.3379

Heterotic Orbifold Compactifications: Lebedev et. al arXiv:0708.2691



Motivation II: RPV from Stringy Effects B

SUSY Breaking Contributions from Kahler Potential:

Generic SUGRA Kahler potential involving moduli and matter
in SUGRA:

K = Z (hm, h
∗
m)
OD

RPV

MD−2
pl

+ h.c .

If compact manifold has some geometric symmetry at
particular point in moduli space, 〈Z 〉 = 0→ R-parity.
-Heterotic Orbifold Compactifications Kappl et. al, arXiv:1012.4574

-M-theory compactifications See Ran Lu’s talk

SUSY breaking effects generate superpotential term:

W = Z (〈hm〉 , 〈h∗m〉)m3/2
OD

RPV

MD−2
pl

.

Moduli stabilization might break R-parity, i.e. 〈Z 〉 = 0 might
not be preserved by the dynamics of moduli stabilization!



Constraints on RPV Couplings: Proton Decay

λ′LLE c/λ′′QLDc/κLHu +
λ′′′UcDcDc couplings can
induce proton decay.

Limits on proton lifetime:

λ′′λ′′′ . 10−24
(

m̃
TeV

)2
.

Goity and Sher, arXiv:hep-ph/9412208

Dreiner, arXiv:hep-ph/9707435

λ′λ′′′ . 10−15
(

m̃
TeV

)4 ( mχ

TeV

)
Bhattacharyya et. al, arXiv:9809493

Higher dimensional operators QQQL and UcDcUcE c also
induce problematic proton decay. Muryama and Pierce, arXiv:0108104

These operators are suppressed by heavy mass scale
→ couplings much less constrained.



Constraints on RPV Couplings: Neutrino Masses

εiµLHu + λ′LLE c + λ′′QLDc induce VEV for sneutrino →
neutrino-neutralino mixing → tree-level neutrino masses.

In limit of universal soft parameters, Mν generated radiatively:

Mν
ij ' −

M2
Z

FN
ξiξjc

2
β,

ξicβ ∼
1

8π2

[
εic
−1
β

(
3m2

b + m2
τ

v2

)
+O(Y `

jkλ
′
Li jk

,Y d
jkλ
′′
Li jk

)

]
log

MGUT

m̃

Hall and Suzuki, Nucl. Phys. B231(1984)

Banks et. al, arXiv:hep-ph/9505248; Chun et. al, arXiv:hep-ph/0206030

Assuming all 3 ν’s are stable, bound from Planck gives:∑
i mνi < 0.23 eV.

Resulting bound on RPV couplings assuming M1 ∼ M2 ∼ MZ :

ξicβ . 10−6 → εi . 10−3 cβ



Constraints on RPV Couplings: LSP Lifetime

Trilinear RPV couplings induce 3 body decays via virtual
sfermion: χ0 → q q q, ` ` ν, q q ν, q q `.

Sneutrino VEV induces 2 body decay via neutrino/neutralino
mixing: χ0 → τW , ν Z .

Cosmological/astrophysical constraints on LSP lifetime:
1 s . τLSP . 1026 s is excluded.
-Lower region excluded by BBN. Ellis et.al, Nuc.Phys.B373(1992)

-Upper region excluded by astrophysical searches for DM decay

products. Arvanitaki et. al, arXiv:0812.2075

If 3-bdy decays dominate:

max(λ′, λ′′, λ′′′) & 10−10
(

m̃
MLSP

)2 (
TeV
MLSP

)1/2
or max(λ′, λ′′, λ′′′) . 10−23

(
m̃

MLSP

)2 (
TeV
MLSP

)1/2
If 2-bdy decays dominate: εi & 10−8 cβ or εi . 10−21 cβ



Tensions Between Constraints and Theory

Tension between proton decay bounds (small RPV couplings)
and τLSP bounds (RPV couplings not too small).

If κLHu allowed, need two mass scales, κ/µ . 10−3cβ.

Kahler-Potential Contributions to RPV from SUSY Breaking:

Dimensionful order parameter of RPV: m3/2.

If symmetry which solve µ problem also forbids LiHu, expect
εi ∼ O(1) w/o additional mechanism to suppress LiHu.

Want some way to explain why for the Khaler potential
coefficients 〈Z 〉` LiHu and 〈Z 〉µHuHd , 〈Z 〉` � 〈Z 〉µ

Tension between proton decay and τLSP bounds: if
εi � 10−8cβ and λ′, λ′′, λ′′′ ∼ O(m3/2/mPl), τLSP excluded.



A Particular Stringy Model:
M-theory on G2 with a Wilson Line A

Straightforward solution: moduli stabilization preserves exact
symmetry, K ⊃ 〈Z 〉i ORPV with 〈Z 〉i = 0 for some ORPV .

A specific example: M-theory on G2, c.f. Ran Lu’s talk.

µ and some RPV operators forbidden by geometric ZN

symmetry.

Moduli stabilization breaks ZN to exact subgroup ZM , if
subset of angular moduli an symmetric under cyclic
permutation.

Due to action of SU(5)-breaking Wilson line, LiLjE
c
k , QkLiD

c
j

and Uc
kD

c
i D

c
j have same charge under exact the subgroup ZM .



A Particular Stringy Model:
M-theory on G2 with a Wilson Line B

Constraints on ZN symmetry which solves µ problem:

Can only allow QiLjD
c
j or LiLjE

c
k (or neither).

HuHd forbidden; triplet-doublet splitting due to Wilson line.

Constraints on exact ZM subgroup:

Must allow HuHd

Must forbid LiHu

If no trilinear RPV couplings allowed by ZN , can not be
allowed by ZM or else τLSP in excluded region.

Consequence of forbidding LiHu while allowing HuHd :
Non-zero trilinear RPV → Yukawa texture zeros!

If QiLjD
c
j allowed, QiHdD

c
j , LiHdE

c
j forbidden.

If LiLjE
c
k allowed, LiHdE

c
k , LjHdE

c
k ,QiHdD

c
k ,QjHdD

c
k

forbidden.



A Particular Stringy Model:
M-theory on G2 with a Wilson Line C

ZN charges of SU(5) multiplets split ∝ hypercharge.

Limits freedom in assigning ZN charges if doublet-triplet
splitting achieved.

If L1L2E
c
1 allowed, forbidding LiHu and allowing fermion

masses requires:

Y d/Y ` =

a1 0 0
0 a2 0
0 0 a3

 ,Y u =

 0 b1 0
b2 0 0
0 0 b3


Ruled out by CKM matrix! Similar analysis holds for QLDc .

RPV ruled out in this class of models.



Conclusion

Stringy effects can break R-parity.

Resulting RPV is severly constrained by experimental data.
Tension between suppressing RPV couplings to satisfy proton
decay constraints and satisfying τLSP constraints.
Must explain why bilinear RPV is smalller than µ term by
10−3cβ .

Possible resolution: stringy breaking of R-parity leaves some
unbroken subgroup.

Particular model: M-theory on G2 with a Wilson line.
RPV scenario ruled out; too many Yukawa zeros.

Results soon to be presented in Acharya et. al,
arXiv:1306.????



Backup Slide: Weaker constraints on RPV

Indirect constraints from B − L violating processes:
Barbier et. al, arXiv:0406039

Lepton and hadron flavor violation i.e. µ→ eγ, KK mixing.

L violating processes i.e. ν-less double β-decay, .

Precision observables; charged/neutral currents, EDM’s, etc.

Bounds can be avoided by decoupling sfermions.

E.g. KK mixing: λ′′2i1λ
′′
1i2 . 5× 10−9

(
m̃

100 GeV

)2
Washing out of Baryon Asymmetry:

Constraint from requiring that RPV does not wash-out
cosmological baryon asymmetry: λ′, λ′′, λ′′′ . 10−8

Bound is very model dependent. Can be avoided for example
by family dependent baryogenesis, or post EW
phase-transition baryogenesis.
Campbell et. al arXiv:Phys.Lett. B256 (1991); Dreiner and Ross, ariXiv:hep-ph/9207221


